Excuses Only Work With Failure (Dynamic productivity Institute. Book
3)

There is never a need to excuse your
successes. But when successes abound
there is a distinct lack of excuses and yes it
does depend on which side you are on.
Even in competition the winners are devoid
of excuses and the losers? We there is no
need to go further down there.In all my
years in industry I can say that never
listened to excuses enough to be interested;
until I started writing this book. And now I
realize that excuses are the reasoning of
insecure minds that are unable to admit to
being either wrong or beaten in
something.Whether excuses work with
failure or not is frankly obvious because
none of us wish to be associated with
failure which by definition means we
should never commit to excuses.The table
of contents for book 3 in the series
is:Whats Your Excuse for Not Succeeding?
(Part 1)Whats Your Excuse for Not
Succeeding? (Part 2)Get Happy to Get
Motivated, Part 1Get Happy to Get
Motivated, Part 2Get Happy to Get
Motivated, Part 3Recognizing a Common
Roadblock On Your Path to SuccessWhat
To Do When You Get Burned Out, Part
1What to Do When You Get Burned Out,
Part 2.How to Prevent Burn Out and Loss
of Motivation.How to Get More Done in
Less Time.The Truth About the
Multitasking
Myth.Boost
Your
Productivity Using These Scheduling
TricksSome
thought
provoking
quotationsThere are many and varied
roadblocks to improving your self
development and productivity and many of
them are covered in this book and if you
enjoyed it and wish to go further them you
should go straight to book4
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